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Analysis Skills
1.

(a)

Read the following passage and answer the questions :
Do you ever worry about your memory? Perhaps you go into a room and forget what you
came for, or may be something on the tip of your tongue, but you can’t get it off. Don’t
worry. You are perfectly normal. It is the nature of the mind to forget – and the nature
of man to worry about forgetfulness.
Human beings have a prodigious memory. In a few cubic centimeters the brain stores
more information that can be stored in a large computer. Today neurologists,
psychologists and biologists are studying the different aspects of memory.
There are two types of memory. Short-term memory lasts only for seconds you look up a
telephone number and remember it long enough to dial. Long-term memory is stored
probably for life.
(i)

Give two instances of forgetfulness

(ii)

How much information can the brain store?

(iii) What are the two types of memory?

(b)

(iv)

Give an instance of short-term memory.

(v)

Human beings have a ––––––––– memory.

Read the passage and answer by choosing the right answer :
The students were asked to offer an explanation about why they had been absent. One
said that he had an attack of headache and therefore could not come to school. He was
asked to bring a medical certificate. The second one said that some-one had told him
that there was no school, so he had gone back home. The head master replied that if he
was going to listen to every loafer who said there would be no school, be deserved to be
flogged. The punishment was pronounced-ten days attendance cancelled, two rupees
fine, and the whole day to be spent on the desk.
(i)

What were the students being questioned about?
(1)

to explain

(2)

for being absent

(3)

for attendance

(4)

about fine.

(ii)

The first student was asked to bring –––––––––.
(1)

two rupees

(2)

medical certificate

(3)

attendance

(4)

desk

(iii) The second student deserved to be flogged because he listened to

(iv)

(v)

2.

(a)

(1)

all students

(2)

every loafer

(3)

headmaster

(4)

teacher

What punishment was given to the student?
(1)

ten days attendance cancelled

(2)

two rupees fine

(3)

whole day on the desk

(4)

all the above

The author wants to show that
(1)

students often fall ill

(2)

students make up all sorts of excuses to explain their absence from school

(3)

students are punished by teachers, unnecessarily

(4)

students play in the ground.

Correct the following sentences :
(i)

Each boy and each girl get a turn.

(ii)

One should mind his tongue.

(iii) Justice as well as compassion allow it.

(b)

(iv)

The furniture are new in this house.

(v)

The economics is a difficult subject.

Rewrite as directed :
(i)

I will convince him. (change the voice)

(ii)

Whoever is honest is respected. (change into a simple sentence)

(iii) Madras is one of the biggest cities in India. (change to positive degree)

(c)

(iv)

He said to me ‘I am happy to be married’. (change into Indirect speech)

(v)

My father was an engineer. (Add a question tag)

Change into direct speech :
(i)

He told me that the earth is round.

(ii)

He asked me how my father was.

(d)

Fill in the blanks with correct forms of the verbs in the brackets :
(i)

One of my teachers ––––––––– (belong) to my village.

(ii)

These scissors ––––––––– (be) not sharp.

(iii) His uncle and aunt ––––––––– (have) a house in the town.

(e)

(iv)

They shall ––––––––––– (do) the job.

(v)

The director ––––––––– (live) in a large bungalow.

Fill in the blanks with suitable words given at the end :
(i)

The girl ––––––––– with perfect truthfulness.

(ii)

I ––––––––– Milton to my great benefit.

(iii) Marlowe was a ––––––––– of great promise.
(iv)

She ––––––––– me with a smile.

(v)

She ––––––––– reading a book.

(replied, enjoys, writer, greeted, read)
(f)

Rewrite the following set of jumbled sentences to a coherent passage :
(i)

One day it was very thirsty and was searching for water.

(ii)

At last it found a pot and water in it.

(iii) There was a crow living in a tall and shady tree.
(iv)

It had sufficient food to eat and water to drink.

(v)

But rains failed and it was difficult to find water.

(g)

Write three exchanges between a customer and a sales girl showing garments of
different varieties.

(h)

Write a paragraph using the following hints :
Science affects lives – applications varied – influences opinions – dispels superstitions –
leads to control on nature – develops logical unbiased thinking.

(i)

Write in about 100 words :
(i)

Internet – boon or bane

(ii)

Environment pollution

(iii) Physical activity in present day world.
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(Descriptive Skills)
1. Write an essay:

2.

3.

4.

(a)

Narrate in brief the ‘neighbours’ reactions to the news about the cobra in ‘A Snake in
the Grass’.

(b)

Give a character sketch of Dorothy clandon.

(c)

What advice does Bronowski give to the layman about Science?

Write short notes:
(a)

Who according to John Milton leads him to his destiny?

(b)

What is Edmund Waller’s opinion about women?

(c)

How does the train symbolise the progress of mankind in ‘The Express’.

(d)

How, according to John Masefield, can the world be made better in ‘Laugh and
Be Merry’?

(e)

Why is it difficult to kill a tree according to Gieve Patel?

Write an essay:
(a)

Describe the life of refugees as described by Pearl Buck.

(b)

Why did Mrs. Sappleton keep the window open in ‘The Open Window'?

(c)

Bring out the irony in ‘The Fortune - Teller’.

(a)

Explain:
(i)

“I’ll buy you another gold watch”.

(ii)

“I take up my task in buoyancy and hope”.

(iii) ‘You are well enough I hope now and will be quite fit soon’.
(b)

Explain:
(i)

How small a part of time they share.

(ii)

Laugh till the game is played : and be you merry, my friends.

———————
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1.

D {Mìü…¨ ç³§éÅËMæü$ {ç³†ç³§éÆæÿ® ™é™èþµÆæÿÅÐèþ$$ {ÐéÄæý$$Ðèþ$$:
(a)

¯èþ$™èþfË ç³NÇ™èþ…º$ËVæü$ ¯èþ*™èþ$Ë$ ¯èþ*ÇsìýMæü…sñý çÜ*¯èþÍ™èþ
{Ðèþ™èþ Äñý$$ Mæü»ê ÑÐóþ$Ë$ Ðèþ$Ç»êÐèþ#Ë$ ¯èþ*ÇsìýMæü…sñý ¯öMæüPçÜ
{™èþP ™èþ$Ðèþ¨ Ðóþ$Ë$ ™èþ{™èþP™èþ Ôèý™èþ…º$¯èþ Mæü…sñýçÜ$™èþ…yæþ$Ðóþ$Ë$™èþ
™èþ$Þ™èþ$ Ôèý™èþMæü…º$ Mæü…sñý ¯öMæüPçÜ*¯èþ$™èþÐéMæüÅÐèþ$$Ðóþ$Ë$^èþ*yæþVæü¯Œþ

(b)

Mæü…§æþMæü V>k ÐéÆæÿMæüÑM>çÜÐèþ$$ §æþç³µMæü Ðèþ$…§æþà çÜ °
çÙÅ…§æþÐèþ$$ ^ðþMæü$P r§æþªÐèþ$$Ë gêÆæÿMæü¯ðþÐèþ$Ã¨°{§æþÐøÐèþ#¯èþ
rÏ…§æþÐèþ$$ ¯ö…§ðþ«§é{† íÜÇÄæý*âæý Mæü$Ðèþ*Ææÿ$° Ðèþ[Mæü¢^èþ…{§æþ$yé
¯èþ…§æþÐèþ$$¯ö…§ðþ ¯èþç³µyðþË¯éVæüÐèþ$¯èþ…º$¯èþ$ ¿æýÆæÿ¢_™èþ¢Ðèþ$$¯Œþ

2.

D {Mìü…¨ Ðé°Mìü çÜ…§æþÆæÿÂ çÜíßý™èþ ÐéÅQÅË$ {ÐéÄæý$$Ðèþ$$.
A & ¿êVæü…
(a)

Ðèþsìýt Ýë«§æþ$ÅËMæü$¯èþ$ º$sìýt¯èþÆÿ$$…yæþÏ¯èþ$ ò³§æþªM>ËÐèþ$$°Mìü ™èþ§æþª§æþVæü§æþ$

(b)

çßýÆæÿ$° ÐéMæüÅÐèþ$$ V>¯èþ ¯èþ¨ Äôý$Ë ™èþç³š

(c)

´ùr$¯èþ Mìü^èþaW…™èþÆöMö ´ù§æþ$ÆøM>¯èþË ¯èþ$…yæþ ¯èþ^èþ$Å™é

(d)

KWÆæÿÐèþ$$Væü çÜ$™èþ$° ^èþ…ç³# r$_™èþÐðþ$ Ò$Mæü$¯Œþ
B & ¿êVæü…

(a)

Ððþ¯èþMæüç³yìþ™ðþ Ððþ¯èþMóü ¯øÄŒý$

(b)

MæüÑ™èþMæü$ ò³…yìþÏ ç³…¨âæý$å Mæüí³µ…^èþ$¯éyæþ$

(c)

Üí ÇÄñý$ ¿ZVøç³ Ë¼ª° iÐèþVæü‚ýÊ
{ç³ç³…^èþÐèþ$$¯èþMæü$ »Zf¯èþÐèþ$$ ò³r$tÐé°Mìü ¿æý$†¢Ìôý§æþ$

(d)

3.

D {Mìü…¨ Ðé°Mìü ÐéÅçÜÆæÿ*ç³ çÜÐèþ*«§é¯èþÐèþ$$ {ÐéÄæý$$Ðèþ$$.
A & ¿êVæü…
(a) †MæüP¯èþ Ææÿ^èþ¯èþÌZ° ç³Ç©Ðèþ¯èþ… ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.
(b) ÕÐèþ´ëÆæÿÓ™èþ$Ë$ _Ææÿ$™ö…yæþ¯èþ…¼ §æþ…ç³™èþ$Ë¯èþ$ ç³ È„ìü…_¯èþ Ñ«§æþÐèþ$$¯èþ$ ÑÐèþÇ…ç³#Ðèþ$$.
B & ¿êVæü…
(a) »ñýfjÐèþ$à§óþÑ çßý–§æþÄæý*°² ´ëË$PÇMìü _{†…_¯èþ Ñ«§æþÐèþ$$¯èþ$ ÑÐèþÇ…ç³#Ðèþ$$.
(b) }Mæü–çÙ$~° »êËÅ {MîüyæþË¯èþ$ ÑÐèþÇ…ç³ #Ðèþ$$.
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1.

D {Mìü…¨ Ðé°Mìü çÜÐèþ*«§é¯èþÐèþ$$ {ÐéÄæý$$Ðèþ$$.
(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

A & ¿êVæü…
Væü$Ææÿgêyæþ A´ëµÆ>Ðèþ# V>ÇMìü MæüË §óþÔèý ¿æýMìü¢° ÑÐèþÇ…ç³#Ðèþ$$.
Mæü–ïÙÐèþË$° iÑ™èþ çÜÓ¿êÐéË¯èþ$ ÑÐèþÇ…ç³#Ðèþ$$.
B & ¿êVæü…
Mìü¯ðþ²ÆæÿÝë° ¿æýÆæÿ¢ò³O {ç³Mæüsìý…_¯èþ {õ³Ðèþ$¿êÐéË¯èþ$ ÐèþÇ~…^èþ…yìþ.
Væü¼¾Ë…ÌZ gêçÙ$Ðé V>Ææÿ$ õ³ÆöP¯èþ² AÆæÿ$…«§æþ† çÜ$™èþ$° Ðèþ–™é¢…™é°² ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.

2.

D {Mìü…¨ Ðé°Mìü çÜÐèþ*«§é¯èþÐèþ$$ {ÐéÄæý$$Ðèþ$$.
(a) Mæü–çÙ~Ðèþ$*Ç¢ ´ë{™èþ {MæüÐèþ$ ç³ Ç×êÐèþ$Ðèþ$$¯èþ$ ÑÐèþÇ…ç³#Ðèþ$$.
(b) M>Ìê¡™èþ ÐèþÅMæü$¢Ë $ ¯èþÐèþË §éÓÆ> Ææÿ^èþÆÿ$${† çÜÐèþ*gê°Mìü C_a¯èþ çÜ…§óþÔèýÐóþ$Ñ$?
(c) M>Ìê¡™èþ ÐèþÅMæü$¢Ë $ Mæü£æþÌZ° ™é†ÓMæü §æþ–íÙt° ÑÐèþÇ…ç³#Ðèþ$$.
(d) M>Ìê¡™èþ ÐèþÅMæü$¢Ë $ ¯éÐèþ$ÝëÆæÿ¦MæüÅÐèþ$$¯èþ$ ÑÐèþÇ…ç³#Ðèþ$$.

3.

D {Mìü…¨ Ðé°° Ñyæþ©íÜ çÜ…«¨ M>ÆæÿÅÐèþ$$Ë¯èþ$ ÑÐèþÇ…ç³#Ðèþ$$.
(a) Væü$×êËÄæý$$yæþ$
(b) «§æþÆóÿÃ™èþÆæÿ$yæþ$
(c) A™èþÅ…™èþÐèþ$$
(d) ™èþ´ù«§æþ¯èþ$Ë$
(e) CMæü$PÐèþ*Ææÿ$yæþ$
(f)
™èþ¯èþÃÄæý$™èþ
(g) MæüÐèþ$Ìê…™èþÆæÿ…Væü
(h) ç³ ÆæÿÐóþ$Ôèý$yæþ$
(i)
A¯é²†
(j)
´ù™èþ´ëÆæÿVæü

4.

D {Mìü…¨ Ðé°Mìü Ñ{Væüçßý ÐéMæüÅÐèþ$$Ë$ {ÐéíÜ çÜÐèþ*çÜÐèþ$$Ë¯èþ$ ÑÐèþÇ…ç³#Ðèþ$$.
(a) ±Möyæþ$Mæü$
(b)

´ëËÒ$VæüyæþË$

(c)

ò³§æþª»ê¯èþË$

(d)

ç³#×êÅ^éÆæÿ$yæþ$

(e)

Ðèþ$*yæþ$Mæü¯èþ$²Ë$

(f)

Mæü‚ýMæü…uæÿ$yæþ$

(g)
(h)

Ðèþ*Ñ$yìþç³…yæþ$
f¯èþç³†

(i)

çÜÆæÿíÜf¯é¿æý$yæþ$

(j)

Ðèþ$…_^ðþyæþzË$
————————
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1.

(a)

Explain in brief the Glory of Kavya of Valmiki.

dmë_rHo$… H$mì`gwf_m§ g§jno Uo {bIV&
(b)

Explain the qualities of scholars as prescribed in ViduraNeeti not exceeding 300 words.

{dXþaZrVm¡ à{Vnm{XVarË`m npÊS>VbjUm{Z 300 {_Vofw nXofw {dd¥UVw ?
2.

(a)

Describe the words of companion of Parvathi with celebrity.

nmd©Ë`m… gIr O{Q>b§ à{V {H$_wdmM dU©`V²&
(b)

Write the story of _¥VmoÁOrdZ_²&

_¥VmoÁOrdZ§ Z_monm»`mZ§ {bIV&
3.

(a)

Describe the six seasons as prescribed in the Text.

nmR>ç^mJ_ZwgË¥ ` föV²Z² dU©`V&
(b)

Write the story of Wise Rabit.

MVwa… eeH$… B{V H$Wm§ {bIV&
4.

Answer the following with reference to context.

ggÝX^ª ì`m»`mV&
(a)

XmZmÜ``ZerbmíM g§`VmíM à{VJ«ho&

(b)

{_Ì_² Ûo{ï> {hZpñV M&

(c)

_Zr{f{^… gmánXrZ_wÀ`Vo&

(d)

{Ûf{Îm _ÝXmíM[aV§ _hmË_Zm_²&

(e)

g{Md, Z¡fmo@_wî` _¥Ë`wg_`…&

(f)

j{UH${_{V g_ñV§ {d{Õ g§gmad¥Îm_²&

(g)

[aº$nm{UV©ní`oVw VWm Z¡{_{ÎmH§$ Z¥n_²&

(h)

XÿVm_wIm {h amOV… gd© Ed&
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1. Translate into English or Telugu.

AmÝY«^mfm`m§ dm Am“b^mfm`m§ dm AZwdmXV&
(a)

`ñ` H¥$Ë`§ Z OmZpÝV _ÝÌ§ dm _pÝÌV§, nao&
H¥$V_odmñ` OmZpÝV g d¡ npÊS>V CÀ`Vo&&

(b)

VËdk… gd©^yVmZm§ `moJk… gd©H$_©Um_²&
Cnm`kmo _Zwî`mUm§ Za… npÊS>V CÀ`Vo&&

(c)

AH$m_mZ² H$m_`{V `… H$m_`mZmZ n[aË`OoV²&
~bdÝV§ M `mo Ûo{ï> V_mhþ _yT© >MVo g_²&&

(d)

A{_Ì§ Hw$ê$Vo {_Ì§ {_Ì§ Ûo{ï> {hVpñV M&
H$_© Mma^Vo Xþï>§ V_mhþ_©yT>MoVgm_²&&

2. (a)

Write the forms in the other numbers of given persons :

VÎ„H$maofw YmVw ê$nm{U {bIV&

(b)

(i)

^dVw

(ii)

JÀN>Vo ²

(iii)

ñWmñ`{V

(iv)

Aní`V²

(v)

Ab^V(vi)

_mo{Xî`Vo

(vii)

a_Vo

(viii)

dÝX¡

Decline as per the case ending.

VÎm{Û^{º$fw eãXê$nm{U {bIV&
(i)
Xod¡
(ii)
(iii) {nÌo
(iv)
(v) \$bñ`
(vi)
(vii) Jdm
(viii)

^mZwZm
ZXr_²
dm[a
H$dm¡&

(c)

Combine SANDHI'S.

gÝYÎm&
(i)
(iii)
(v)
(vii)

(d)

am_ + AVwO …
B{V + Amh…
VV² + Q>r H$m
H$… + {MV²

(ii)
(iv)
(vi)
(viii)

_hm + B©e…
nm¡ + AH$…
fQ²> + _wI…
VV² + b`…

Dissolve.

{dJ«hdmŠ`m{Z {bIV&
(i)
g_j_²
(iii) `ynXmê$
(v) grVmn{V…
(vii) ZrbmoËnb_²

(ii)
(iv)
(vi)
(viii)

J«m_JV…
nmn^`_²
AkmZ_²
{Ì^wdZ_²
_______________
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1. gÝX^© g{hV ì`m»`m H$s{OE&
(a)

gm{hË` H$s Xþ{Z`m _| ahñ`dmXr Ord `{X H$moB© h¢ Vmo do {ZíM` hr EH$ Vah Ho$ AmbmoMH$ h¢&

(b)

B©î`m© H$s ~‹S>r ~oQ>r H$m Zm_ {ZÝXm h¢& Omo ì`{º$ B©î`m©bw hmoVm h¢, dhr ì`{º$ ~wao {H$ñ_ H$m {ZÝXH$ ^r hmoVm h¢&

(c)

H${d H$m g~go ~‹S>m JwU ZB©-ZB© ~mVm| H$m gyPZm h¢& CgHo$ {bE H$ënZm H$s ~‹S>r Oê$aV h¢&

(d)

Hw$N> boZo H$m _Vb~ Wm eof g~-Hw$N> H$mo N>mSo‹ > XoZm& na _¢ Hw$N> ^r Zht N>mSo‹ >Zm MmhVm Wm&

(e)

H$m{bXmg Am¡a ^d^y{V H$m g§ånyU© àXo` ^maVr` dñVw h¢, dh {H$gr àXoe H$m CÎmam{YH$mar Zht&

2. nmR> H$m gmam§e {deofVmAm| g{hV {b{IE&
(a)

A{V{W&

(b)

bÁOm Am¡a ½bm{Z&

3. nmR> H$m gmam§e {deofVmAm| g{hV {b{IE&
(a)

AmnZo _oar aMZm n‹T>r?

(b)

gmoZm {haZr&

4. H$hmZr H$m gmam§e {deofVmAm| g{hV {b{IE&

5.

(a)

CgZo H$hm Wm&

(b)

nwañH$ma&

(a)

AZwdmXH$ H$s Zm¡H$ar Ho$ {bE à~ÝYH$ Ho$ Zm_ na nÌ {b{IE&

(b)

AmnHo$ _wh„o H$s J§XJr Ho$ {df` _| ZJanm{bH$m Ho$ A{YH$mar H$mo nÌ {b{IE&
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1.

2.

àíZm| H$m Odm~ Xg n§{º$`m| _| {b{IE&
(a)

""bhZmqgh'' H$m M[aÌ {MÌU H$s{OE

(b)

""R>mHw$a H$m Hw$Am±'' H$hmZr H$m Š`m CÔoí` h¢&

(c)

""amoO'' H$hmZr H$m grf©H$ H$s gmW©H$Vm na àH$me S>m{bE&

(d)

""em_ZmW'' H$m M[aÌ {MÌU H$s{OE&

g~ àíZm| H$m CÎma {bIZm A{Zdm`© h¢&
(a)

H${d H${dVm {bIZo h¢& (""qbJ'' ~XbH$a {b{IE)

(b)

b‹S>H$m emoa _MmVm h¢& (""dMZ'' ~XbH$a {b{IE)

(c)

CgZo Am_ Im`o& (dmÀ` ~XbH$a {b{IE)

(d)

ZaoÝÐ nmR> n‹T>Vm h¢& (^{dî` H$mb _| {b{IE)

(e)

_mohZ nmR> {bIVm h¢& (VmËH$m{bH$ dV©_mZH$mb _| ~X{b`o)

(f)

_¢ Zht MbVm& (dmÀ` ~XbH$a {b{IE)

(g)

3.

H$_bm AÀN>r Kr bmVr h¢& (ewÕ H$s{OE)

(h)

_¡ Ka OmVm h¢& (ewÕ H$s{OE)

(i)

gabm CnÝ`mg n‹T>²oJr& (dV©_mZH$mb _| {b{IE&)

(j)

(Document) Bg

eãX H$m AW© {hÝXr _| {b{IE&

eãXm| H$m AW© {hÝXr _| {bIH$a dmŠ`m| _| à`moJ H$s{OE&
(a)

hdZ&

(b)

AkmZm§YH$ma&

(c)

Xþ{^©j&

(d)

nW-àXe©H$&

(e)

AmÚ§V&
-----------

(DSPL 11)
ASSIGNMENT-1
B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2022.
First Year
Computer Science
PROGRAMMING USING C LANGUAGE (IT)
MAXIMUM MARKS :30
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS

1.

What are conditional statements? Explain with examples.

2.

How many storage classes does the C-language support?

3.

Explain different types of input and output statements in C-

language.
4.

Give an examples for different types of constants in C-language.

5.

Write a program to generate fibbanocci series.

(DSPL 11)
ASSIGNMENT-2
B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2022.
First Year
Computer Science
PROGRAMMING USING C LANGUAGE (IT)
MAXIMUM MARKS :30
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
1.

What are the differences between call by value and call by

reference?
2.

Define structure. Write rules for declaring and accessing the

structure elements.
3.

Explain about file handling functions.

4.

How will you pass a pointer to a functions with an example?

5.

Write a function to reverse a string and write a program to check

the given string is a palindrome or not.

–––––––––––––––

(DSCO11)
ASSIGNMENT-1

B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2022.
First Year
COMPUTER ORGANIZATION (IT)
MAXIMUM MARKS :30
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
1. What is gate? Draw the graphic symbol and truth table for all gates.

Gate A¯èþV>¯óþÑ$? A°² gate Ë Äñý$$MæüP {V>íœMŠü symbol Ë¯èþ$ X_ Ðèþ$ÇÄæý$$ truth table Ë¯èþ$ ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.
2. Explain the following :

D {Mìü…¨ Ðésìý° ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.
(a) Binary counters
Binary counter Ë$
(b) Shift registers.
Shift ÇhçÜtÆæÿ$Ë$
3. What are the various types of Data representation?

ÑÑ«§æþ ÆæÿMæüÐèþ$$ÌñýO¯èþ yóþsê Ç{ç³f…sôýçÙ¯èþ$Ë$ HÑ?
4. (a)

What is micro operation?
Micro operation A¯èþV>¯óþÑ$?

(b) Explain about instruction cycle.
C¯Œþ[çÜt„æü¯Œþ cycle Væü$Ç…_ ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.
5. What are basic computer instructions?

{´ë£æþÑ$Mæü Mæü…ç³NÅrÆŠÿ instruction Ë$ HÑ?

(DSCO11)
ASSIGNMENT-2

B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2022.
First Year
COMPUTER ORGANIZATION (IT)
MAXIMUM MARKS :30
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
1. What is parallel processing?

Parallel {´ùçÜíÜ…VŠü A¯èþV>¯óþÑ$?
2. Give an examples for floating point arithmetic operations.

Floating point AÆæÿ¦Ððþ$sìýMŠü Bç³ÆóÿçÙ¯èþÏ MöÆæÿMæü$ E§éçßýÆæÿ×ýË¯èþ$ CÐèþÓ…yìþ.
3. What is memory hierarchy? Explain each one.

Ððþ$Ððþ*Ç hierarchy A¯èþV>¯óþÑ$? {ç³† JMæüP §é°° ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.
4. List and explain peripheral devices.

ò³ÇçœÆæÿÌŒý ç³ÇMæüÐèþ$$Ë¯èþ$ ™ðþÍí³ Ðèþ$ÇÄæý$$ ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.
5. Describe about multi processor system organization.

Ðèþ$Ît{´ùçÜçÜÆæÿ$ íÜçÜtÐèþ$$ BÆæÿY¯ðþOgôýçÙ¯Œþ¯èþ$ Væü$Ç…_ ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.

–––––––––––––

(DSDS 11)
ASSIGNMENT-1
B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2022.
First Year
DATA STRUCTURES (IT)
MAXIMUM MARKS :30
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS

1.

Define Abstract Data Types. Also explain the use of Abstract Data

Types.
2.

List out four major operations of Data Structures.

Also

explain of them fully.
3.

What is Storing Strings? Explain the basic three types fully.

4.

What is Binary Search? Enumerate the limitations of Binary

search Algorithm.
5.

What is a Linked List? How to represent Linked List in memory?

(DSDS 11)
ASSIGNMENT-2
B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2022.
First Year
DATA STRUCTURES (IT)
MAXIMUM MARKS :30
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
1.

What is Queues? How to represent Queues?

2.

What is Binary Trees? How to represent Binary Trees in Memory?

3.

What is Selection Sort? Write a note on Complexities of the

Selection Sort Algorithm.
4.

Explain about Quick Sort in detail with suitable example.

5.

Define Stock. Explain the operation of stack and implementation

using array.

——————

(DSDM 11)
ASSIGNMENT-1
B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2022.
First Year
DISCRETE MATHEMATICS (IT)

MAXIMUM MARKS :30
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
1.

(a)

(b)

(i)

If A and B are finite sets, then A ∪ B and A ∩ B are finite and
n ( A ∪ B ) = n(A ) + n(B ) − n( A ∩ B ) .

(ii)

Prove the Absorption laws

(i)

(ii)

(1)

A ∪ (A ∩ B ) = A

(2)

A ∩ (A ∪ B ) = A

Consider a set A = {a, b, c} the relation
R = {(a, a ) (a,b) (b, c ), (c, c )} Find

(1)

Reflexive (R )

(2)

Symmetric (R )

(3)

Transitive (R )

R

on

A

defined by

Let R be the relation from A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} to B = {1, 3, 5} which is
defined by “ x is less than y ” write R as a set of ordered pairs. And
also wrote the domain and range of R .

2.

(a)

Explain universal and existential quantifier with examples.

(b)

Prove that the following argument is valid p → q, r → q, r

3. (a)Prove that c (n, r ) =

4.

p

p(n, r )
n!
=
.
r!
r ! (n − r )!

(b)

In how many ways can 14 people be partitioned into six committees where
two of the committees contain three members and the others two.

(a)

Prove that the following are equivalent for a graph G .
(i)

G is 2- colorable

(ii) G is bipartite
(iii) Every cycle of G has even length
(b)

Show that a connected graph G with 'n ' vertices much have atleast

(n − 1) edges.

(DSDM 11)
ASSIGNMENT-2
B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2022.
First Year
DISCRETE MATHEMATICS (IT)

MAXIMUM MARKS :30
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
1.(a) Draw all possible non similar trees T where

(b)

(i)

T is a binary tree with three nodes.

(ii)

T is a 2-tree with four external nodes.

Suppose the following list of letters is inserted into an empty binary search
tree.
J , R , D, G , W , E , M , H , P , A , F , Q
Describe the tree T after
(i)

Find the final tree T

(ii)

Find the order transversal of T .

2.(a) Explain the Huffman’s Algorithm with example.
(b)

3.(a) (i)

3

Consider the algebraic Expression E = (2x + y ) (5a − b)
(i)

Draw the tree T which corresponds to the expression E .

(ii)

Find the scope and sub tree roots at the exponential operator.

(iii) Find the preorder of T .
The following are equivalent in a Boolean algebra.

(ii)

(b)

a+b=b

(2)

a ∗b = 0

(3)

a '+b = 1

(4)

a ∗b ' = 0

Let E = XY '+ XYZ '+ X 'YZ ' prove that
(1)

the prime implicants of E

(2)

a minimal sum for E

Draw the logic circuit L with inputs A , B , C and output Y
corresponds to each Boolean expression
(i)

(ii)

(1)

Y = AB ' C + AC '+ B ' C

Y = A ' BC + A ' B C ' + ABC '

which

